Never insert ____
without lots of
lubricant.

The sheep was not
available, so I went
with the next best
thing, ____.

I've always wanted a
romp in the sheets
with ____.

____ makes oral
I love using ____ as a
gratification so much
sex toy.
better.

The CIO has assumed A recent study shows
the position, and here I male project managers
stand with ____ and a
are prone to erectile
jar of crunchy style
dysfunction after
peanut butter.
experiencing ____.

I did not expect to
see ____ at the
monthly PMO orgy.

Putting ____ in here
makes ____ come
out there.

Dreams about ____
trigger a wet dream
every time.

A recent study shows
that female project
managers have 35%
more orgasms after
experiencing ____.

Let's duck into the
back office. I've got
something special
waiting for us: ____.

There's nothing like
____ to get me all
horny.

What does a project
manager lust after
most of all?

Nothing helps me get
off more than ____.
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A Lessons Learned
Meeting (i.e. the postproject orgy where
Networking for sex
you "learn your
lesson")

Spanking the
project team into
submission

A big jar of
strawberry flavored
lube

Realizing, as I bring
Staffing the project
up the first slide,
with Take Me
that I should not
Now!™ inflatable
have trusted that
women
fart
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Getting a hard on
that won't quit just
as I start my
Executive
presentation

Knee pads for the
entire project team
(Courtesy of the
PMO)

A giant pile of piggy
poo

One line of coke
after another

Thinking an
expensive suit can
make a saggy ass
look better

Auctioning off
sexual favors at the
Bidder Conference

Slipping a "Get Laid at
Work" use case in the
requirements
document just to see if
anyone will notice

Clothing optional
team meetings

Really tight pants
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A horny client who
wants collocation
with my assets

Using Ciagra to
identify Hard Logic

Project Review
panic: Wondering
who has the remote
to my vibrator
implant

Kissing ass

Taking bets on
Most Likely
Duration at a porno
flick

Getting off over PM
standards
documents

A pain in the ass

An ample supply of
sex toys

Sexual perversion

Enhancing
polyamorous play
with Group
Creativity
Techniques

A huge dildo

Training: Sucking
up to Management
– Focus on Oral
Communication

Developing BottomUp Estimates in the
nude

®
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Making sex last
longer with
Progressive
Elaboration

Jumping through
hoops of fire in a
thong to get more
budget
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Being seduced by
three gorgeous
blonds while on a
conference call with
the client

Getting naked and
watching PM
training videos on
YouTube®

Watching managers
play the "My dick is
bigger than your
dick" game

Adding a "Get
Stoned" activity to
every work day in
the schedule

Pounding sand up
my ass

Leaving room in the
project budget for a
fully stocked bar in
the Team Room

The joys of Finishto-Finish sex

A quickie in the
storage room

Choosing the
project team on the
basis of boob size

Walking in on a
Management Team
circle jerk

An intimate
relationship with a
rolled up project
document

Telling the Program
Manager that she
doesn't know dick

Watching porn
during the project
review

Buckaroo Bonzai
panties

An anal sphincter
with feet
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